
Case Closed (Surrealistic Horror Story) 

 

A couple of friends are hanging outside for a picnic. They keep roaming in the road on a shinny 

day. They come to find a haunted house and decided to explore it. The house is filled with dust and dirt is 

almost about to break up. Nevertheless they decided to go in and take a break before proceeding ahead.  

 After exploring the house, friends get hungry and sit down in a room to have lunch. They realized 

they are out of food and decided to bring some foods while one girl stayed inside as she was getting 

headache and takes a nap while others go out. She sleeps for many hours (time lapse) and wakes up at 

night. She noticed no one around in the haunted house and starts to panic and decide to open every door 

looking for others but ended up going to the same place all the time. Then she tries to take a call for her 

friends with her smart phone but realize there are no signals in the smart phone.   

 Then she hears an old cartoon laughing sound somewhere in the house and follows that room. 

She pokes in and shocks seeing a little girl watching a black and white TV. The place implies 70‟s year 

old vintage environment. The TV, clothes the little girl is wearing, foods all of them were object of 70 

year. She gets closer and tries to touch her but realize the girl is unaware of her presence and could not 

feel as she continues watching the cartoon while laughing miserably. The girl tries to talk with the little 

girl but she doesn‟t hear her either. The girl now gets nervous as the little girl keeps laughing while 

watching the same cartoon again and again. The girl gets depressed and furiously closes the door to get 

away from the annoying little girl. She hears a scream after closing the door. She comes back to the room 

and notices the little girl is now standing and looking at the door in a horror face. It seems she did notice 

the door moving as she keeps staring at the door. She is not laughing miserably anymore but rather looks 

at the door emotionally.   

 The girl thinks she is responding for sounds and turns off the TV, the lights, the cupboard but she 

didn‟t notice them and still keep staring at the door. She again goes to the door and closes it back and 

notices here she did notice that.   

 The girl then realizes she has been actually holding as a prisoner in this cursed room for years 

while watching the same cartoon again and again, eating the same food, wearing the same clothes. She 

understands all these after carefully looking around the room again. On the wall there has been a 

newspaper article put up and on it, a topic grabs her attention. “Two years has been passed after 

mysterious vanishing of the girl and still no traces of her to found out” Under the article the girl‟s photo 

has been attached in a colorful suit and a happy face of the same little girl.  



 The girl gasps after reading this and turns back at the girl. She still stands staring at the door 

without any movements or reactions. The girl slowly opens the door again this time fully and makes a 

path for the little girl to leave. The little girl takes a step ahead and stops. She turns back and quickly 

grabs her teddy and runs so fast through the door that made the girl knocks out and she hits her head on 

the ground collapsing. Her vision gets blur and fades black in.  

 After a moment, we realize she is now sleeping peacefully with a bandage on her forehead in a 

warm looking room elsewhere. When she opens her eyes, her friends quickly comes over to her and 

caress her. She tries to say something but her dried throat didn‟t allow anything for her to say. One of 

friends gives her a glass of water and they all leave the room allowing her to sleep. As the camera pulls 

out from the view of the girl sleeping we notice that same teddy bear sitting on a table. 

  In the last shot in a police station in lost and found section, camera goes through some photos of 

that little girl‟s horrific photos looking at each direction holding the teddy after being found out by police. 

After looking at several photos of the little girl we now come to see her new photo revealing it is that 

young girl who got knocked off in the haunted house. What happened is, she actually dreamt about her 

bittersweet child life when sleeping when sleeping while waiting for friends. The police man attaches that 

new photograph next to her old photo and closes the file „Case Closed‟. 

 


